Check In

Access Control System

The Hostel’s biometrical entry system serves as the identifying system of people entering the hostel facilities, and moreover there are 64 night-vision camera for property protection. The security service watch these cameras and if it necessary, they do the proper actions. To avoid the problems, please watch out for your belongings. Be cooperative and proud to live in this college.

As for biometrical identifying, every occupant gets a chip-card in return for deposit. The card must be paid at the occasion of first moving in. In case of lose of the card; the new card can be acquired in return for punishment fee. The chipcard is only valid until an Occupant is still residing in the Hostel. In case of return of the card, deposit will be paid back. The people entering the Hostel must make available their chip-card and photo ID for the Reception service for verification, at all times.

THE USE OF THE CARD IS COMPULSORY.

In the college where you live, you can check in or out 0-24h, but the in other college you can only use this card as a guest (6-22h). If the guests do not check out until 22h, the card will be banned.